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Tribeca Film Festival Week 2
By Daniel Scheffler
So the festival kicks off this week with an array of high-profile indie numbers and of course the Oscar hopefuls. With the world’s film industry
flying in Living Your Brand has a selection of what we recommend…kick back, enormous American style popcorn in hand and a sugar free
Cup and Compass soda…
Before Midnight Watch as Ethan Hawke and Julie Delpy finally have their ultimate go at each other, their lives and everything in between in
the third installment of the series. Where “Before Sunset” could be seen as rather tame, but ever so romantic, “Before Midnight” punches on the
bruises and takes a contemporary contemplative look at relationships as we know them – relationships 2.0.
At Any Price With Dennis Quaid as an slightly immoral farmer (read: industrious entrepreneur) and an ever sexy Zac Efron, playing his son,
the tension will of course be palpable before you even enter the cinema. Zac Efron, who’d rather be racing cars than listen to daddy, finally
shows off his acting chops and makes this dramatic agriculture-business film a clear hit.
Mistaken For Strangers A behind the scenes look at the band “The National” in a ‘self-mockumentary’ about the band on their biggest tour and
all the drama that ensues. Of course Tom and Matt Berninger bring enough comedic juice to the film that fuses perfectly with the truly all access
tour exposure.
A Birder’s Guide to Everything The story about a friendship that centers on bird watching history books is bound to be hysterical and as the
description says, “Sideways meets Stand by Me” – the awkwardness is now expected.
Bluebird A truly interconnected story that so perfectly embraces that feeling of relief, shock, dismay or confusion as everything comes together
in the most unexpected ways. A bus driver, a bartender and a bluebird somehow find themselves colliding as the universe takes so much of life
out of our control. Starring Adam Driver and Amy Morton.

Video links below…
http://youtu.be/euOJkb0U8vE
http://youtu.be/FUjBue7XggQ
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